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$500 to $800 Per Acre
grows the
Senator Wilson
Strawberry

O. R. GOTTWOLD
Originator and Sole Owner
Senator Wilson Strawberry
SAYVILLE, N. Y.

IMPORTANT—April and May
are the only two months in the entire year that we ship strawberry plants. We begin shipping just as early as weather permits—about April 1st and not after May 25th.

The plant crop is below normal, the demand enormous—a word to the wise is sufficient. Take our advice.

Send Us Your Order Right Now
Senator Wilson Strawberry

Senator Wilson Strawberry.—This wonderful berry originated in Eastern New York in 1913 and is the result of careful breeding combined with watchful care and proving for a period of seven years.

Senator Wilson are large and smooth, averaging 35 berries to a quart, result of careful breeding combined with watchful care and proving for a period of seven years. I have grown them side by side with 11 standard varieties—same treatment, same cultivation. Senator Wilson excel them all in flavor, size and quantity. Berries are not bunched or misshapen.

It maintains its large size to the last picking.

Color—Senator Wilson, when ripe, is rich, bright red all over, no green or knotty tips.

Seeds medium, small and sparing redish caste.

Flavor—Senator Wilson berry has been pronounced by experts in quality and flavor to excel all—none as sweet and juicy.

I have been able to get better prices for Senator Wilson than any of the 11 other varieties. Sometimes the demand was so great that I could not supply them.

The plants are robust, sturdy, free from all disease. The plants invariably stand out conspicuously among other varieties because of the size, vigor and deep color of their foliage. An immense root system enables the plants to withstand the vicissitudes of dry seasons and bear perfect fruit when other varieties are drying up.

Blossoms are perfect, self-fertile, and do not need other varieties for pollination.

To the Novice.—Do not allow your plants to bear fruit this season, it will reduce the vitality. The plants need to be well established to produce new runners and full crop next year. Cut all blossoms off this year with scissors.

When plants arrive, should the ground be dry, water and shade them will set 25 to 35 new runners. 2 or 3 days

Senator Wilson ripen four days later than Early Ozark. Each plant will set 25 to 35 new runners.

One acre of Senator Wilson strawberries will bring you in more profit than four acres of potatoes—and less work.

Extra strong plants: 25—$2.50; 100—$7.00; 500—$30.00.

Hundred Dollar; Barkley; Bushnell; Corsican; McKingley; Rykman; Henry, New York; Morgan’s Favorite. (All are so near like Marshall that I do not consider it necessary to list them.)

Strong plants: 25—$1.00; 100—$3.50.

Senator Dunlap.—Perfect flower; early; tall, dense and very hardy. Grows successfully throughout the world; exceedingly productive upon any soil. Berries large, dark red, perfect form, splendid for shipping, canning or table use. Oldest, most profitable and widely known berry. Each plant will set 30 to 40 new runners. Be sure to include a few in your order.

25—$1.00; 100—$3.00.

Brilliant Raspberry.—The brightest in color and the most beautiful of Red Raspberries, and it is also the firmest. It is the best Red Raspberry for market as yet in commerce for many sections. The berries are large, very uniform and of the brightest crimson imaginable. The canes are of ironclad hardihood and prolific. It ripens in advance of the old Cuthbert by a week to ten days.

Plants: 25—$1.00; 100—$3.00; 500—$12.00.

GUARANTEE: I warrant all my stock true to name and as described. I guarantee to deliver plants in first-class condition to transportation company, but cannot be responsible for a crop. Orders are received subject to crop and weather conditions with mutual understanding that I will not be held responsible for delay after plants are turned over to the transportation company, or inability to fill any orders on account of shortage of plants.

The only time to set strawberry plants and be successful and sure of a full crop next season is between April 1 and May 25. Please do not ask me to ship at any other time as I must absolutely refuse—you would be dissatisfied in the end. Buy direct. I do not employ agents. Buy the BEST—they are the cheapest in the end.
Orders will be filled in the same sequence as received. Money for orders we cannot fill will be promptly returned in full as soon as the orders on hand exhaust the supply of plants.

Remittance by certified check, money order, express order, cash by registered letter—otherwise at owner's risk. Orders containing personal checks must be held until cashed.

Be sure and write your Name, Post Office and Express Office plainly in sending your order.

I would be pleased to have all my customers send me a short testimonial.

Be sure to send your order early—otherwise you may not get your plants.

O. R. GOTTWOLD
Originator and Sole Owner
SENATOR WILSON STRAWBERRY
Sayville, Suffolk County, N. Y.